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2.0 Game Overview 
2.1 High Concept 
Strange Eden is a third person platformer developed for web browser / PC download that 
includes moving quickly through a large city. The game focuses on playing as Ida Dumont while 
skillfully sliding, bouncing and changing her polarity to ascend to the center of Strange Eden to 
find and save her lost husband.  

3.0 Deliverable Dates & Milestone Themes 
3.1 Milestone 1 
Date: September 13, 2013 

Deliverable: The focus for Milestone 1 is to prove out the core functionality of the game from a 
technical side as well as a production pipeline perspective to the team, instructors and mentors. 

Theme: Have the technical core functionality of movement and camera control in the game. 
Basic level design testing and progress update of art. 

 

3.2 Milestone 2 
Date: September 27, 2013 

Deliverable: Milestone 2 is where the riskiest features should have been tested and proved, as 
well as a strong nod to art and level design implemented into the game. The game should start 
looking like the final product. 

Theme: All features tested and implemented into the game. Art should now be looking to have 
one area proved out and close to final. 

 

3.3 Alpha 
Date: October 16, 2013 

Deliverable: Alpha is “Feature Complete” as well as having major parts of the game full with 
final art and open to game testing. 

Theme: Game is playable from start to finish, with front end systems and art both proved out 
and in the game. Open for full play testing. 
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3.4 Beta 
Date: November 1, 2013 

Deliverable: Beta is “Content Complete”. The game should be in the final stages of polish and 
have zero development bugs open. 

Theme: Game appears to be in its final state. All major bugs are eliminated and minimal polish 
required before Gold Master. 

 

3.5 Final – Gold Master 
Date: November 15, 2013 

Deliverable: The final product of the game ready for shipping and product visibility. 

Theme: Game is finalized and no more work to be done. 
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4.0 Testing Process 
4.1 Overview for Strange Eden 
With our four man team, we all have independent builds that are used to test out new features 
to both prove design iteration as well as find any immediate major bugs. Bugs are then reported 
to our QA lead that tracks all bugs and sees that they are resolved before release to the main 
asset server. 

Every team member has their own build that they have all core game assets in a scene that has 
no impact on the final product. Within this scene, members are able to add new features, create 
new levels or add final art products to the game with no impact on any other members work. 
Once all new additions are added to the individual members scene and proved out for design 
problems as well as any major bugs, the assets are then added into the localized final scene 
and further tested with compliance with the final build. Once there are no major bugs tested in 
the local final scene, they are uploaded to the Unity Asset Server where other members receive 
the updated features and are added to their local builds. 

From this point, any outstanding minor bugs or new major bugs impacting any individual user is 
reported immediately to the QA lead who keeps track of all bugs in the game. They are first 
written up on the QA’s whiteboard and a first pass is done to verify the bug. From there, the QA 
lead is also in charge of scripting and communicating with the appropriate people to ensure that 
the problem is either immediately dealt with or attempted to be dealt with. If the problem is not 
resolved within an hour, the bug is added to the queue on Pivotal Tracker where it is marked 
low, medium or high priority and left to be resolved by the appropriate members as soon as 
possible. 
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5.0 Feature Breakdown and Test Script Plan 
5.1 Overview 
The feature breakdown describes the features of Strange Eden as well as details how each sub-
feature will be tested with both scripted and unscripted tests. 

The focus of Strange Eden is the feeling of movement and the exploration of using said 
movement. With the focus on movement being the core feature behind Strange Eden, player 
movement is split up into both regular grounded movement, in air movement and the movement 
that has to do with polarized sliding and bouncing. Included in these tests are also collision tests 
as it is important that all of the types of movement work appropriately against any and all 
surface in the game. 

 

5.2 Ground Player Movement 
Ground player movement entails while the player is on a non-polarized grounded surface. This 
includes basic controls related to grounded movement as well as collision while walking. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Basic 
Movement & 

Collision 
20 Bugs 8 Hours LOW 

User Inputs 10 Bugs 2 Hours LOW 

TOTALS 30 Bugs 10 Hours  
Figure 1: Ground Player Movement Bug Estimates 

5.2.1 Basic Movement & Collision 
Basic Movement includes walking on non-polarized surfaces (surfaces that are neither black nor 
white) as well as hitting walls and jumping. The player should also be able to collide on all 
ground surfaces and walls near non-polarized surfaces. 

• Scripted: Walk and jump into every non-polarized wall in the game and make sure there 
is appropriate collision for the surface. Also test to make sure the camera does not clip 
through the walls by turning. 

• Unscripted: Attempt to break the constraints of Strange Eden by falling through objects, 
walking through objects or finding areas that the player is able to walk off and fall 
through the world.  
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5.2.2 User Inputs 
User input for basic ground player movement includes walking with the left analog stick or 
keyboard WASD, moving the camera with right analog stick or mouse movement and jumping 
with either the “A” button on controller or space bar on keyboard. 

• Scripted: Test all combination of keys or movement with analog sticks / mouse. Mae 
sure that all keys work as designed. 

• Unscripted: Attempt to hit buttons that would break the functionality of another button or 
hit other buttons that are not labeled for any controller or keyboard input. 

 

5.3 In Air Player Movement 
In Air Movement focuses on the ability to move in the air (not touching any ground surfaces, 
polarized or not, and not touching any polarized wall surfaces) and utilizing the designed “Glide” 
ability. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Air Movement 
& Wall 

Collisions 
15 Bugs 5 Hours LOW 

Glide 10 Bugs 2 Hours LOW 

User Inputs 5 Bugs 1 Hours LOW 

TOTALS 20 Bugs 8 Hours  
Figure 2: In Air Player Movement Bug Estimates 

5.3.1 Air Movement & Wall Collisions 
Air movement is the ability to move around and descend while not touching any grounded 
surface. Wall surfaces are still able to collide with. 

• Scripted: While falling throughout the game, ensure that the player is able to collider 
with wall surfaces and that the wall surface stops the player from moving in the direction 
against the wall, but is still able to fall down according to gravity. 

• Unscripted: See if there are any areas the player is able to access either by bypassing 
collision or falling over top of the collision areas. 

5.3.2 Glide 
Glide takes basic air movement a step further by reducing the speed the player falls at as well 
as increasing the players speed in any direction the player chooses to move in. Glide energy is 
replenished by sliding. 

• Scripted: Ensure that while holding the key to glide and while having enough glide 
energy that the player falls slower and has increased in air movement. This should only 
happen if there is glide energy to use, the player is in the air and the key is held down. 
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Ensure that the player does not have reduced fall speed and/or increased in air 
movement while the glide energy bar is depleted. 

• Unscripted: Attempt to see if there are areas outside the designated play area that the 
player is able to get to by utilizing glide. 

5.3.3 User Inputs 
User input for air control includes left analog stick or keyboard WASD for movement, right 
analog stick or mouse movement for camera control and holding the triggers or holding space 
bar for glide. 

• Scripted: Ensure that all input buttons work while in the air. 
• Unscripted: Try using all inputs in random ways to try to make one of the other ones not 

work. 

 

5.4 Polarity and Polarized Player Movement 
Polarity and Polarized Player Movement includes the ability to change polarity as well as the 
interaction with polarized surfaces. Polarized surfaces are any surface that is colored as white 
or black. While on a similarly polarized surface, the player should be able to slide quickly along 
the surface. While on a opposite polarized surface, the player should be able to bounce high up 
into the sky. Similar polarity would be either white on white or black on black, with opposite 
being the alternative combinations. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Changing 
Polarity 5 Bugs 1 Hour LOW 

Sliding 
Movement 15 Bugs 10 Hours LOW 

Angled Sliding 
Movement 25 Bugs 15 Hours HIGH 

Full Pipe 
Sliding 10 Bugs 8 Hours MED 

Bouncing 5 Bugs 2 Hours LOW 

Angled 
Bouncing 10 Bugs 2 Hours MED 

TOTALS 70 Bugs 38 Hours  
Figure 3: Polarized Movement Bug Estimates 

5.4.1 Changing Polarity 
Changing polarity is to ensure that the button click to change polarity properly toggles the 
player’s polarity, but also to make sure that changing polarity changes the player between 
sliding and bouncing on and off of polarized surfaces. 
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• Scripted: Ensure that either the bumper controls or the left mouse button click changes 
the polarity of the player between both black and white polarities. 

• Unscripted: Attempt to see if it’s possible that changing polarities while in contact with a 
polarized surface has no effect to the player’s movement. 

5.4.2 Sliding Movement 
Moving while sliding is in regards to sliding along flat surfaces and being able to strafe while 
sliding along them. The player must be the same polarity as the polarized surface to slide along 
it. 

• Scripted: Ensure that you are able to strafe and have free camera movement while 
sliding along surfaces. 

• Unscripted: Try to find a surface that you are able to slide along while being oppositely 
polarized. 

5.4.3 Angled Sliding Movement 
Angled Sliding Movement is a bit trickier. It includes being able to be sliding along a flat surface, 
and then having the surface rotate to different angles, including loops, curved surfaces and 
being able to go upside down. 

• Scripted: Follow along all curved surfaces and ensure that the player’s character rotates 
to match any and all curved surfaces. 

• Unscripted: Try to find polarized surfaces that do not react appropriately to player 
movement and cause the player to either fall off or not rotate to match the surface. 

5.4.4 Full Pipe Sliding 
The Full Pipe is a specially designated area that is a fully 360 degree pipe area that you can 
slide around in a loop, going from right side up, to upside down and right side up again. The 
camera and movement in the full pipe are slightly different from regular sliding and requires its 
own set of testing. 

• Scripted: When entering the full pipe, the camera should move to being locked directly 
behind and a little bit above the player. Ensure that when leaving the pipe, it then returns 
back to normal. 

• Unscripted: Try moving and bouncing in the tube in weird ways to either break through 
the full pipe or try to move in a way that may cause the player to no longer be rotated to 
the full pipe or cause camera problems. 

5.4.5 Bouncing 
Bouncing is the result of being the opposite polarity as the polarized surface the player is in 
contact with. Bouncing causes the player to be repelled off the surface away from the surface, 
roughly six jump heights high. 

• Scripted: Make sure that all polarized surfaces are able to be bounced off of. 
• Unscripted: Attempt to bounce through nearby surfaces based on the velocity of the 

bounce. 
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5.4.6 Angled Bouncing 
Angled Bouncing is the result of bouncing off of an angled surface so that the player does not 
necessarily go up in the air, but instead can bounce perpendicular to the surface, potentially 
resulting in a downwards bounce. 

• Scripted: Make sure that all polarized angled surfaces bounce the player directly away 
from the surfaces face. 

• Unscripted: Try to utilize the angled surfaces to bounce in irregular directions instead of 
in the direction directly away from the surface face. 

 

5.5 Level Progression 
The Level Progression in the game uses respawn check points in order to progress. Along with 
that, it is also important to ensure that each level is able to be completed as well as all 
collectable being able to be collected. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Respawn 
Checkpoints 20 Bugs 4 Hours LOW 

Level 
Completion 12 Bugs 4 Hours MED 

Collectables 
Gathered 30 Bugs 8 Hours HIGH 

TOTALS 62 Bugs 16 Hours  
Figure 4: Level Progression Bug Estimates 

5.5.1 Respawn Checkpoints 
There is a respawn checkpoint before each lesson in the tutorial and before each level 
throughout the game. 

• Scripted: Ensure that all checkpoints work. 
• Unscripted: Find ways to avoid the check pointed areas. 

5.5.2 Level Completion 
All of the levels in the game need to be able to be completed to ensure that the game can be 
won. 

• Scripted: Ensure that all levels are able to be successfully beaten. 
• Unscripted: Try finding ways to skip entire levels. 

5.5.3 Collectables Gathered 
There are a plethora of notes and orbs to be collected throughout the game. The orbs also 
increase the duration of the players glide. 

• Scripted: Ensure that all collectables are obtainable through traditional means. 
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• Unscripted: Attempt to collect collectables with untraditional means. 

 

5.6 In Game HUD 
The HUD is an important part to clearly indicate collectables gathered and to show the amount 
of glide available. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Glide Display 30 Bugs 8 Hours LOW 

Collectable 
Tracker 30 Bugs 8 Hours LOW 

TOTALS 60 Bugs 16 Hours  
Figure 5: HUD Bug Estimates 

5.6.1 Glide Display 
This is the display for how much energy the player has available for gliding. 

• Scripted: Ensure that all collectable orbs add to the length of the glide meter. 
• Unscripted: Attempt to find a way to make to make the glide bar stop working. 

5.6.2 Collectable Tracker 
The collectable tracker should update for the amount total and collected for each level. 

• Scripted: Ensure that the collectables all work to add to the displayed number on the 
HUD. 

• Unscripted: Try to see if note’s add to the orb collection or vice versa, or any 
combination. 

 

5.7 Pause Menu 
The pause menu allows for the player to take a break from playing, to read the collected notes 
or to see how many collectables they have gathered total. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Pause 
Function 10 Bugs 2 Hours LOW 

Note Log 20 Bugs 6 Hours LOW 

Collectable 
Tracker 30 Bugs 8 Hours LOW 

TOTALS 60 Bugs 16 Hours  
Figure 6: Pause Menu Bug Estimates 
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5.7.1 Pause Function 
The game should be able to be paused (input is no longer valid) and the game is not moving in 
any such way. The pause menu should also come up at this point. Hit “Start” on the controller or 
“Enter” on the keyboard to pause. 

• Scripted: Make sure input does not affect the in game character at all while paused. 
• Unscripted: Try to see if pausing at certain times in the game can break the pause 

menu or the game. 

5.7.2 Note Log 
This is the collection of all notes gathered throughout the game. The notes are able to be pulled 
up and read once they have been collected from the pause menu. 

• Scripted: Make sure that all notes can be collected and read from the pause menu. 
• Unscripted: Try to find spelling or grammatical errors in the notes. 

5.7.3 Collectable Tracker 
This keeps track of the global amount of collectables collected throughout the entire game, not 
just level specific like the one on the HUD. 

• Scripted: Ensure that all collectables are tracked in the pause menu. 
• Unscripted: Try to see if the collectables are in any way able to mess up the pause 

menu. 

 

5.8 Main Menu 
The Main Menu of the game including Play, Level Select, Settings, Credits and Exit 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Play 2 Bugs 1 Hour LOW 

Level Select 10 Bugs 3 Hours LOW 

Settings 10 Bugs 2 Hours LOW 

Credits 2 Bugs 1 Hour LOW 

Exit 2 Bugs 1 Hour LOW 

TOTALS 26 Bugs 8 Hours  
Figure 7: Main Menu Bug Estimates 

5.8.1 Play 
The selection to take the player from the main menu into the game at the start, including the 
cinematic. 
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5.8.2 Level Select 
The place that can take the player from the Main Menu to any of the levels in the game. 

5.8.3 Settings 
The setting that allows the player to change volume as well as sensitivities for mouse and 
joysticks. 

5.8.4 Credits 
Credits screen, showing off everyone who had a helping hand in making the game possible. 

5.8.5 Exit 
The button that lets the player close the game. 

 

5.9 Audio 
The music and sound effects for the game. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Sound Effects 15 Bugs 5 Hours LOW 

Music 2 Bugs 2 Hours LOW 

TOTALS 17 Bugs 7 Hours  
Figure 8: Audio Bug Estimates 

• Scripted: Ensure that the appropriate songs and sound effects are playing at the correct 
times. 

• Unscripted: Attempt to break audio playback in any way possible. 
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5.10 Quality Testing 
It is important that after we hit Alpha and approach Final – Gold Master that we have quality 
testing for the overall product of the game. Ensure that all bugs are found and that the internal 
systems are all working as intended. 

Sub-Feature Bug Estimate Test Time Complexity 

Tutorial  20 Hours HIGH 

Level 1  15 Hours MED 

Level 2  10 Hours LOW 

Level 3  15 Hours MED 

Level 4  10 Hours LOW 

TOTALS  70 Hours  
Figure 9: Quality Testing 

 

5.11 Regression Testing 
Ensure that all bugs that have previously been found have been fixed and resolved. 
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6.0 High Level Schedule 
6.1 Overview 
For Strange Eden, it is very important to schedule the most time for Quality Testing, Level 
Completion and Polarity and movement regarding Polarity. As a result, our testing schedule 
gives a high amount of focus towards those main core features as they are by far the biggest 
part of the overall game as well as the trickiest to nail down and make sure that they work well 
and that they are fun to play through.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Polarity also has a lot of finesse with how it works in the game. It is important to nail down the 
mechanics of the movement in that regard, as well as make sure that it all makes sense and 
feels good for the player. With that, it’s also extremely important to not only make sure polarity 
works with as few problems as possible, but that Quality Testing also shows up positive that it’s 
all working out exactly the way we want it to for the players. If the polarity works and feels good, 
the Quality Testing will be able to best show that it does. It’s still important for thorough Polarity 
testing, particularly with sliding and angled sliding, making sure it works and that it works 
consistently everywhere.  

With Level Progression, it’s very important that the levels are thoroughly tested for completion 
purposes, that they are fun but also so that there aren’t collision or clipping problems with any of 
the levels. I’ll be imperative that they are dedicated to and to make sure all of our core features 
work everywhere and that the levels support our goals with Polarity.  

Figure 10: Test Hours by Feature 
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7.0 Bug Projections & Tracking 
7.1 Overview 
For our bug estimates and projections, we are predicting a substantial amount of bugs for our 
core feature Polarity and Level Progression due to the nature of our sliding mechanic so far 
based on our Prototype. On top of that, we suspect a lot of bugs for our HUD and Pause Menu 
because the other teams on the production floor who are wrapping there games up are still 
having the most problems with HUD’s and Menu’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 Ground Player Movement 
Ground Player Movement bug predictions are based on the basic movement in regards to 
strafing movement and camera movement. Having the camera work flawlessly with the ground 
movement has been a bit tricky, especially in regards to collision with obstacles. Having 
different types of surfaces for polarity has added to the problems that could arise with non-
polarized surface collisions and has been considered as such. 

 

7.3 In Air Player Movement 
Air movement is the other side of the coin for ground player movement. Although ground 
collisions aren’t as much of a problem or animations having their own troubles, the necessity of 
glide creates problems with if it’s working, if it’s effective and if it’s causing other problems such 
as animation or sound bugs. 

 

Figure 11: Bug Estimates by Feature 
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7.4 Polarity 
Polarity is the giant feature of the game, being the big selling point of the game as well as being 
a technical, environment and animated problem. It creates technical problems with colliding 
surfaces, problems with proper identifying for when to bounce vs. sliding. It’s also a huge 
problem when considered for angling towards the polarized surfaces and keeping that angle 
when moving quickly along them and being in such a way that’s intuitive. This adds even more 
complications when considering the animations for those same movements because it not only 
has to make sense, but it also has to be well communicated when sliding, when banking and 
moving quickly. The tangled web of animations while sliding is bound to cause problems, 
especially considering that the player can go from right side up to upside down in the span of 
seconds. 

 

7.5 Level Progression 
As the trouble with any other platformer of potential difficulty, it’s imperative that the levels work, 
are able to be completed and that there are minimal problems with the level’s themselves. With 
the dynamics of Polarity being a fast moving mechanic and with the allowance of reaching great 
heights, it’s already proven to be problematic with the prototype so far. Having to deal with 
collisions of a very large scale, the ability to move very quickly can surpass collisions and with 
too much clutter, is causing many clipping problems for camera and player alike. 

 

7.6 In-Game HUD 
The main troubles with our HUD are minor. It’s mainly in regards to the collectables and making 
sure they all work. Having tested the HUD quickly so far, we’ve noticed a lot of small minor bugs 
that have been adding up and compiling on themselves. If one doesn’t get fixed, it creates more 
problems, such as the glide bar. Having the glide bar increase has been a problem, but then it 
also has been causing positional problems on the screen and is hardly ever in the right place. 
The collection counting of the orbs has caused other problems as well. 

 

7.7 Pause Menu 
All of the games on the production floor ahead of us have had problems with pause menu that 
have yet to be resolved. A lot of them are similar problems, with different core issues that have 
resulted in this high bug count. It’s important for us to realize the imminent problems of these 
bugs and how many they’ve had and expecting to have as many if not much more to be well 
prepared. 

 

7.8 Main Menu 
The Main Menu is tricky, because the implementation of it hasn’t been explored by our 
programmer; it’s a big concern with the initial implementation with it compared to our other 
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features. We are expecting a handful of initial implementation problems followed by a nominally 
reduced rate after proper implementation and maintenance 

 

7.9 Audio 
The other games on the production floor has had problems with Audio in regards to wrong song 
playing, no music playing, wrong sound, sounds playing somewhere they aren’t supposed to, 
audio files being mixed up, etc. As a result, we are expecting separate audio bugs from the core 
features to be sure that we are ready for them. 

 

7.10 Bug Projection 
Our Bug Projection is looking accurate to expectation. Any time there is a new deadline 
approaching, we take time from development to ramp up QA so that our milestones are on point 
and that there is no dissent among the instructors and mentors. This ramp up in resources 
directly correlates to the amount of bug predictions before every milestone. As we approach 
final though, the project enters into polish mode. All major bugs should be nailed before Alpha 
and immediately after, as we approach Beta and Final the amount of new bugs should approach 
zero and all older bugs should be eliminated. 

Figure 12: Bug Estimate Plan 

 

7.11 Bug Tracking 
We are tracking our bugs through a short term system, aka the lead QA is told of the bugs, tries 
to find an immediate fix and then erases them off the physical white board. Any longer lasting 
bugs are documented in Pivotal Tracker and is taken into consideration at the start of the day to 
see if there are new ideas to solve older bugs. All bugs stay visible at all times in Pivotal until 
they are eliminated. Bugs are able to be frozen if they are taken into consideration for staying in 
the game as part of a design and scope decision. 
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8.0 Staffing and Capacity Plan 
8.1 Overview 
For our Staffing and Capacity Plan, we only have four developers and four people who are also 
available to eliminate bugs that appear. Within this, we have included Fresh Eyes testers, as 
we’ve set up analytics and forms to allow people to play the game fresh with minimal time take 
away from our developers unless needed / desired. With this, we plan to have our capacity plan 
taking into account our fresh eyes quality testing as part of our plan. 

For our four developers, our Art team (Evan and Ben) is used the least for QA testing as they 
require the most time in order to bring the game up to a successful standard within a short 
period. On top of that, our programmer (Wes) has been successful thus far in proving out and 
implementing features into the game quickly and efficiently. With that, he is also needed the 
most to not only test the features he has implemented but the most effective and finding bugs, 
finding out why they don’t work and as a result, fix them. For our core back up, our Level 
Designer (Jason) is strongly tied to the game and is constantly working between the game, the 
levels and observing the outcome of the fresh eyes testers. His job takes into account the longer 
test passes including going through every level thoroughly and making sure everything is taken 
into account. Our entire team has already agreed to working more than 40 hours a week and 
our capacity plan reflects this knowledge, knowing that 6 hours of QA testing does not take up 
even half of the total production day. 

It is also known that Tuesday’s and Thursday’s have the least available time for quality testing 
because those days our developers attention is taken off the production of the game and is 
instead put into time with mentor’s and instructors for proving our production timeline as well as 
the quality of the product. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Capacity Plan 

  

Westley Bassett 107.5 
Jason Delasalle 47.5 
Evan Yates 15.25 
Bernardo De 
Carvalho 18.75 
Audio Designers 10 
Fresh Eyes Testers 58.6 

Capacity 257.6 
Planned Effort 222.8 
Capacity % 86% 

 
TOTALS 
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9.0 Risk & Issues List 
9.1 Overview 
Below is a list of Risks / Issues that may plague the team and the plan to conquer those 
challenges. 

Risk Effect on the 
Project Impact Probability Management Plan 

No one on the 
team has the time 
to also do audio 

The game wouldn’t 
have much more 

beyond free sound 
effects we can find 

online 

MED LOW 
Collaborating with 2 sound 

designers and a music 
composer 

Large world and 
levels 

FPS dropping, 
lower quality 

content, lots of 
untested areas and 
missing objects or 

collision 

MED HIGH 

The game and 
environments will require a 
lot of unscripted testing to 
just find as many flaws in 

the world as possible to try 
to close the seams up 

Not enough fresh 
eyes play testing 

The game may not 
be fun to play or 

too difficult to 
complete 

MED LOW 
Never go more than a week 

without having 5 people 
play the game fresh. 

Having the player 
be able to rotate to 
adapt surfaces not 

feeling intuitive 

Loss of potential 
“WOW!” moments 

and cool interesting 
gameplay 

HIGH MED 

Lots of testing to make sure 
that this feels good at all 
times and makes sense 
within the context of the 
game and challenges 

Figure 14: Risk & Issues List 
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10.0 Add-Ons 
10.1 Fresh Eyes / Focus Testing 
We have plans of quick iteration, quick features and getting to play testing as much as possible. 
Between the four of us, we have connections within the school, but more importantly we have 
contacts outside of school who are really interested in what we can deliver for a final project. As 
such, we have created a fast iteration to allow people to download our game online and fill out 
surveys online; based on classes before us and other beta’s we’ve seen from games in the 
industry, this has a really successful impact on the game at large, both from a quality 
perspective but is also great for hyping up our game. A lot of the questions will focus on open-
ended answers as this has proven already to be more beneficial feedback compared to yes or 
no questions. For example, “Do you enjoy sliding?” is very linear and doesn’t tell you why it may 
or may not be good. A better example is “What are the properties that you dislike or enjoy about 
the sliding?” We also find that online survey’s make for better quality testing, even for local QA 
tests due to the fact it allows for increased anonymity and faster fill out times as younger 
generations are faster types than they are writers. 

 

10.2 Analytics Plan 
We have setup a bunch of analytic testing, such as being able to track players movements, the 
players polarity at different intervals, time of completion, where they require respawns / where 
they died and if there are particular challenges that are too difficult for users. This is also very 
useful for bug reporting as we are able to show exactly with the player’s movement tracks where 
bugs may have occurred based on talking with each other or also with players user feedback 
aligning up with their tracked movements. 

 

10.3 Change Management Plan 
In the event that we are ahead of schedule, and the opportunity presents itself, we are open to 
adding new features that work well with our core design of polarity and main gameplay. 

The first pass of this would be done by our programmer and QA lead Wes. He would not only 
focus on implementation, but make sure that the design makes sense and that everything works 
to start white box prototyping. 

Next main test is with the Level Designer and Environmental Designer to make sure that it 
makes sense with level progression and makes sense with the environment that would be 
required to create it. 

Last pass is done by both our artist and close knit frequent “fresh eyes” testers to make sure 
that they also enjoy the use of the new feature and that it benefits the health of the game. 
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